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synopsis

In a village in the south east of Turkey, Mahmut wants to divorce his newly-wed wife. At the same time, his sister
Zeynep enrolls in an open high school and takes on a job in a factory. Against her father’s wishes, she wants to
leave the village and ultimately go to university. The siblings’ demands become the center of conflict in their
conservative family and community, who are not used to what Mahmut and Zeynep strive for. Intimately
captured by their elder brother Ahmet Necdet Cupur, who left the village twenty years ago to pursue his studies,
LES ENFANTS TERRIBLES is a story of clashes between generations, between the past and the present.
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director‘s comments

I consider myself as a person who is an insider and outsider to my natal village. I return regularly though I lost the true emotional
connection with everyone for a long time, my parents and siblings included. Recently, my brother Mahmut and my sister Zeynep
contacted me to have my support on the decisions they were about to take. Knowing that they would be going through a similar battle
as I had twenty years ago, I decided to go back to the village to film them finding their own paths.
I was born into a closed-community a village by the Syrian border in southeast of Turkey. The county is named Hatay. The locals in the
village follow a traditional Muslim mode of life. At the age of thirteen to pursue my studies, and because of the absence of a middle
school in late 90s, I quit the village against the consent of my parents.
Until 1997 children in Turkey were obliged to take five years of education. The 1997 reforms introduced compulsory education for eight
years. New legislation introduced in March 2012 prolonged compulsory education to 12 years. It is very rare for anyone to pursue a
higher education than elementary school in the village. My father dropped after three years and my mother is illiterate. Generally, boys
quit the school at the age of twelve to begin work in their lands. Girls are forced to drop even earlier because it is considered almost
shameful for a girl to go on schooling after her breasts take form. Mahmut dropped after middle school. However after years, he reenrolled to an open high school. In an open school the attendance of a student is not required. A pupil needs to pass the exams to be
able to obtain a diploma. While working in Kuwait, Mahmut graduated from a high school at the age of twenty-six. Zeynep is following a
similar path, beginning her high school studies in 2017 after a pause of two years. She works in the factory for twelve hours a day and
when she comes back, she studies at nights.
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My father was absent all the time working abroad. And when I quit home, all the responsibilities fell on my brother Mahmut’s
shoulders. After some time, Mahmut, Zeynep and my other siblings believed that I could lead them to a better future. Because I
was the only one who had obtained a university diploma in the whole history of our family. In Turkey, more than two million
students take a university entrance exam every year. Less than 1/4th of them can obtain a university degree. Sometimes I feel
their disappointed eyes cast over me. In a way, Mahmut and Zeynep blame me for their current sufferings. I felt that one part of
me is still anchored in that village under the values of fatherhood, family, religion and region. For a moment, I was Mahmut and
Zeynep as if I never quit the village. In this separation process, my intention is to film the effects of Mahmut’s actions on himself,
his wife, his and her parents, and the villagers. As I document this divorce in the present time, I wish to go backwards to the
causes that brought Mahmut and his wife Nezahat to their divorce. As Mahmut’s past errors surface up, I intend to capture a
change in his vision towards his own life. He wants to do the right thing now. He wants to alter his own reality and create a new
one for himself. There is still hope, a way out nevertheless a sort of tragedy awaits his wife. At the same time, my sister Zeynep
has a similar battle as Mahmut’s. She was engaged to her cousin at very early ages but with her vigorous youth and strong
character, she managed to end the arrangement. By working in this new factory job only for minor girls, she began to change her
vision towards her own life. She considers another option than marriage, she is determined to go on with her studies to obtain a
university diploma. I believe these separations are not just with the persons and the family but with some of the fundamental
values of our culture. I intend to reveal the transformation of these values.
I was with Mahmut when his present wife came into the room to serve us coffee. Mahmut had a time to glance at her. She was
our father’s choice and Mahmut acquiesced. He never saw her again until his marriage day. Two years later they were married.
She was twelve years old when they were engaged. Both of the parents have lied about her age. For them, a girl becomes a
woman when she has her first period. But in reality, all girls have been suffering from child marriages, mothers and daughters
alike. I remember my cousin. She was two years older than me. She was married at the age of thirteen and had her first child at
fourteen. Now, she is thirty-five years old and she has already become a grandmother. Mahmut’s wife, Nezahat is seventeen
years old now. A divorce means a grave tragic end for her. She will be a divorced woman at the age of seventeen and will have to
go back to her mother’s house. She will wait for an aged man from a far village to take her as a second wife. As bitter
resentments and cruel dilemmas come to light, I wanted to magnify this young couple’s divorce exposing the predicament of my
brother and sister, Mahmut’s wife, his and his wife’s parents, their community and the Turkish state. Behind all this generation
clashes between parents and children, what I truly expected from this film is a reconciliation. I wish to see parents accept their
children as their children desire to be and the children create new bonds with their parents based on mutual comprehension. I
wish to see the creation of new values that will allow us to live better with each other. I want to make peace with my past that I
chose to runaway from. At the end, I desire to understand myself, my siblings, my parents and my own culture better, and
convey this comprehension through this film.
Ahmet Necdet Cupur
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about the director
Ahmet Necdet Cupur worked for three years in Iraq and Afghanistan during the war as a civil engineer. He
decided to be a filmmaker and moved to Paris. Two years after his arrival, he got funding from CNC for his
short film ‘Latin Babylon’. The year he completed his film, he returned to his village in Turkey, after twenty
years, and shot ‘Les Enfants Terribles’ a documentary about his family with the funds from CNC France,
Sundance DFP for production, World Cinema Fund of Berlinale among others The documentary made its world
premiere in the official selection of Vision du Reel in 2021.

Professional Experiences
Les Enfants Terribles (92 minutes) | A feature documentary written, filmed and directed
ts productions, Jyoti Film, Liman Films
October 2017 - December 2020

• Visions du Réel 2021- Official selection in international competition
• With the participation of France 3 and Al Jazeera
• Antalya Film Forum, Meetings on the Bridge 2020 - Work in Progress
• Vision du Réel, DocBarcelona, DokLeipzig 2019 - Pitching
• CNC France 2018 - Funds for writing and development
• La Scam 2018 - Fund for writing
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production companies

TS PRODUCTIONS
France
TS Production has been producing fiction and documentary films since 1986. The company has already produced 55 documentaries. TS productions has received the gold FIPA 2018 for the film “En équilibre” by
A.Bassis and P.Auffray and the audio visual prize SCAM 2018 for “ City of Dreams” by S.Faigenbaum. Two of
its productions were recently screened at the Visions du Réel festival; “Home Sweet Home” by Nadine Naous
and “De Cendres et de Braises” by Marion Ott. Delphine Morel Delphine Morel studied political sciences at
the I.E.P of Paris and screenwriting in Los- Angeles at UCLA. A producer and filmmaker since 1997, Delphine
has a track record for uni- versal stories told by foreign directors. She has produced over 35 documen- taries
for TV and Cinema which have been shown in such festivals as IDFA, DokLeipzig, Cinema du Réel, Viennale, IFF
Rotterdam...and she has directed 5 documentaries. She joined TS Productions in 2009 and collaborates with
the producer C. Loiseau.

JYOTI FILM
Germany
JYOTI means light in the Hindi language. With the films they develop and produce, the two producers Anke
Petersen & Anna Chester aim to shed light on untold stories. They love to co-produce with partners from all
around the world. With the scope of projects, JYOTI Film tries to open new perspectives on internationally
relevant topics, inspire their audience and improve the understanding of the unfamiliar. Anke & Anna see
documentaries and digital, interactive formats like games as a tool to pass on knowledge in a engaging and
entertaining way and thereby give their audiences the opportunity to learn and act for an optimistic future.
As female producers of course, stories from and about women are close to their heart.

LIMAN FILM
Turkey
Following his experience in founding Bulut Film, where he produced Summer Book (Berlinale Forum, 2008),
Dark Cloud (Toronto, 2009), Our Grand Despair (Berlinale Competition, 2011), and Lifelong (Berlinale
Panorama, 2013) Nadir Öperli started Liman Film in 2014. Other than developing, producing feature films, and
documentaries, the company also offers consultancy, supervision, and production services. After launching
Liman Film, Öperli’s producer, co-producer, and line producer titles include Until I Lose My Breath (Berlinale
Forum, 2015), Frenzy (Venice Competition, 2015), King of the Belgians (Venice Orizzonti, 2016), Grain (Sarajevo
and Tokyo Competition, 2017), My Favourite Fabric (Cannes Un Certain Regard, 2018), Summer Brothers
(Nederlands Film Festival, 2018), A Tale of Three Sisters (Berlinale Competition, 2019) and Les Enfants Terribles
(Visions du Réel Competition, 2021).
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about the producers
Delphine Morel
France

Delphine Morel studied political sciences at the I.E.P of Paris and screenwriting in LosAngeles at UCLA. A producer and filmmaker since 1997, Delphine has a track record
for universal stories told by foreign directors. She has produced over 40
documentaries for European televisions and Cinema which have been shown in such
festivals as IDFA, DokLeipzig, Cinema du Réel, Viennale, IFF Rotterdam...and she has
directed 5 documentaries. She joined TS Productions in 2009 and the long-feature
documentary «Internal combustion» directed by Steve Faigenbaum has received the
audovisual scam Prize in 2018.

Anke Petersen
Germany

Anke Petersen is an executive producer of high-quality commercial films for
international institutions and companies since many years. For over 15 years she
was an inherent part of Tony Petersen Film, producing creatively ambitious films
since more than three decades. Through her work in commercials Anke constantly
updates herself about state of the art technology and enjoys transferring her
knowledge to digital and documentary-based projects. In 2012 she produced her
first documentary “Calle del Arte” with ZDF/ARTE and subsequently established
Jyoti Film in 2013, which is focused on international documentary co-productions,
short films and digital projects. Anke is an alumni of Documentary Campus.

Nadir Öperli
Turkey

Nadir Öperli received his BA in Business Administration and MA in Critical and
Cultural Studies from Boğaziçi University. He started his career as a film critic, and he
was one of the founders of Altyazı film magazine. He was one of the deputy editors
of sinema.com from 2004 to 2009. He started to produce feature films in 2007. In
2010, he was selected to the producers’ network ACE, and in 2012 he attended the
post-production workshop EP2C. He is a board member of SEYAP (Film Producers’
Association of Turkey), and a member of European Film Academy.
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producer‘s comment

Ahmet has already directed a short film Latin Babylon (award SACD 2017) and with Les Enfant
Terribles he presents his first documentary, about child marriage in Turkey. There is a strong
need to support young, emerging Turkish directors who have a vision of the social and political
changes occurring in Turkey. Ahmet is certainly one of them.
The project deals with how Muslim and tribal traditions are challenged by the arrival of a new
generation which looks for personal happiness and education. The story of Les Enfants Terribles
is timely because it captures the inner force that transforms a society from an insider’s point of
view. Ahmet films his family and kinsmen from a privileged position, capturing their interior
conflicts and their struggle against the conservative figures of the community. The separation will
be the backbone of the story, forming a powerful line that leads up to the very likely tragic
outcome for Nezahat, Mahmut’s wife. A large Turkish minority lives in Europe and this issue is
relevant to Turkish minorities as well as to Europeans. This it is why European backing is vital for
this documentary given its human and cultural interest. There is also a strong European interest
in the question of child marriages and separation, as well as the issue of cultural values in
traditional Muslim societies. We remember the amazing success in France, for instance, of the
Iranian film Une Separation by Asghar Farhadi and the acclaim given to Head On by Fatih Akin in
Germany and in France. Les Enfants Terribles has the potential to garner international interest.
Delphine Morel, France
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producer‘s comment

When filmmaker Ahmet Necdet Cupur and our French co-producer Delphine Morel presented Les
Enfants Terribles at Visions du Reel, I was fascinated by the potential and intensity of the story and
very happy that I was offered to co-produce the project on the German side. The film gives an
important insight into the social structures in Turkey. Ahmet has a very personal approach: with his
camera, he follows his brother Mahmut and his sister Zeynep as they decide to break out of the
narrow and restrictive set of rules of their small village. Ahmet's sensitivity to what they are going
through is visible in every moment, as he himself left the village and everything else only a few years
before. He therefore senses the steps, reflections and struggles he has to follow, while at the same
time enjoying the trust of his siblings, parents and the village to document them.
The filmmaker shows how progress and modern ideas are slowly making their way into this village in
southern Turkey and describes the tensions and challenges these ideas bring in contrast to the
traditional and conservative values. While Zeynep challenges patriarchal society with her desire to
study and learn a trade, her brother Mahmut wants to break free from his arranged and unhappy
marriage to a woman far too young, upending the social acceptance of their parents and the village.
Will both rebels manage to stay rooted in their home village and help change the perspective of the
villagers and their family? Or will they have to leave their homes, cut ties and move to the more liberal
cities of Turkey? I am happy to co-produce this exciting film. Delphine Morel and I have worked
together before. Ahmet convinced me with his strong and highly appreciated first film "Latin Babylon",
and with Nadir Öperli I immediately found a brilliant and trustful collaboration.
Anke Petersen, Germany
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producer‘s comment

When I met Ahmet for the first time, I was immediately taken with both his personal life story and his
ability to transform it into a very engaging documentary narrative. He is a self-made artist who
managed to break through the patriarchal cycles of first his rural upbringing, and second his career as
a civil engineer in the army bases in the Middle East. When he told me how his sister Zeynep and his
brother Mahmut has been going through a similar transformation as himself, and that they are facing
a corresponding resistance from both their family and the small community, it was not hard to see
how this can evolve into a strong personal documentary.
In Les Enfants Terribles, Ahmet manages to create an immediate sense of truthfulness by positioning
himself at an intimate distance with the members of his family. The footage has all vivid and engaging
details of the daily lives of his close relatives that another filmmaker would not achieve to film as
successfully as him. Like all brilliant filmmakers, Ahmet has the talent to make the bigger picture clear
by looking at small situations and incidents, including his own personal experiences.
Nadir Öperli, Turkey
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credits
Les Enfants Terribles
France, Turkey, Germany, 2021, 92’, Documentary

team
Director:
Producer:

Ahmet Necdet Cupur
Delphine Morel
Anke Petersen
Nadir Öperli

Sound:
Director of Photography:
Additional Photography:
Editor:

Gürkan Özkaya, Johannes Grehl
Ahmet Necdet Cupur
Lucie Baudinaud
Mathilde Van de Moortel
Elif Uluengin
Nicolas Sburlati

Music:
Music Recording:
Sound Editing:
Sound Mixer:

John Gürtler & Jan Miserre
Paradox Paradise Berlin
Hervé Guyader
Valentin Finke

Cast:
Ahmet:
Zeynep:
Mahmut:
Nezahat:

Ahmet Necdet Cupur
Zeynep Cupur
Mahmut Cupur
Nezahat Cupur

contacts
Press agent

Production

NOISE Film PR

TS Production

Mirjam Wiekenkamp

Delphine Morel

mirjam@noisefilmpr.com

dmorel@tsproductions.net

+49 176 28771839
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“brilliant”

cineuropa

“a vociferous and direct testament”

filmuforia

“clear, unambiguous and fascinating to observe”

business doc europe

“[a] wonderfully accomplished debut”

ubiquarian

“a fascinating first feature film of great promise”

cineuropa

“Emotionally laden and universal in its depiction of the consequences of
raising children to accept a one-dimensional future, Les Enfants Terribles
has an atmosphere of a thriller in which “who dunnit” gets replaced by
“how” the damage was done – aided by the atmospheric music”

ubiquarian

“The intimacy of the interactions and the obvious emotional connection that the filmmaker has
with his subjects provides this documentary with a remarkably unfiltered candour”

screen daily

“a documentary which will find its audience easily by the universality
of its topic”

ubiquarian
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funders

thank you.

